Psychosocial functioning in schizophrenia: are some symptoms or demographic characteristics predictors across the functioning domains?

Abstract: This study aimed to examine symptoms/demographic characteristics as predictors for psychosocial functioning among individuals with schizophrenia. The Personal and Social Performance (PSP) scale was used to assess psychosocial functioning. Other measures of interest included the Clinical Global Impression, Severity scale, and the Marder’s five-factor model of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. This study included 199 participants with non-acute stage schizophrenia. Spearman correlation coefficients and stepwise multiple linear regression analyses were applied to determine the correlates and predictors of PSP domain/total scores. Younger age, earlier age of schizophrenia onset, severe illness, positive symptoms, negative symptoms, disorganized thought, hostility/excitement, and anxiety/depression were found to significantly correlate with poor functioning. Severe illness and negative symptoms are the main predictors of greater impairment of socially useful activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care. Further prospective studies in other settings, which would include an increased number of variables such as neurocognitive function and social support, are warranted.
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Introduction

Psychosocial functioning, including social activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care, is a key issue of schizophrenia. Together with psychotic symptoms, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) requires a deterioration (or failure to achieve adequate levels) of such functioning to make a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Some researchers suggested that functional outcomes of individuals with schizophrenia are needed to define therapeutic success, response to antipsychotic medications, and clinical effectiveness in real-world community practice.

Although psychosocial functional improvement is an ultimate goal for managing schizophrenia, it is not easily accomplished. Symptomatic remission does not always accompany functional improvement. Furthermore, effective interventions in the treatment of psychotic symptoms may not improve functioning. These lines of evidence may suggest that such psychosocial functioning may have a correlation with psychotic symptoms as well as several additional factors. Undergoing or using preventive or therapeutic interventions concurrently targeting these factors, may be a path to improve the functional outcomes.

Previous studies found that being of a younger age, unemployed, having a long duration of illness, a long length of current episode, suffering cognitive impairment, and severe negative symptoms are predictors of poor psychosocial functioning. Recently, a study from...
Italy explored the relationship between negative symptoms and functioning and found that avolition was the strongest predictor of the overall functioning, socially useful activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care. However, there has been conflicting evidence regarding the association between positive symptoms and psychosocial functioning.

Most studies of psychosocial functioning were carried out in Western countries and they mainly focused on global functioning. Psychosocial functioning may be perceived differently from one culture to another, and its findings may not be comparable across cultures. In addition, it is not yet known whether the correlations related to global functioning are specific for or generalized across functioning domains. Examining the correlates of each functioning dimension would therefore give a clearer picture on the psychosocial functioning. In this study, the aim was to determine whether symptoms/demographic characteristics had a correlation with psychosocial functioning.

In addition, it was also important to examine symptoms/demographic characteristics as predictors for domains of psychosocial functioning in individuals with schizophrenia. We hypothesized that a younger age, early age at onset, longer duration of illness, higher number of previous psychiatric hospitalizations, more severe illness, and more psychotic symptoms were associated with lower psychosocial functioning.

Methods

This study is a part of the Paliperidone ER Functionality, Efficacy and Tolerability (PERFECT) Study, a 6-month, open-label, multicenter, multi-country, prospective trial to explore the safety, efficacy, and functionality of paliperidone extended-release tablets. The current study included only the baseline data obtained from Thai participants. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee or the Institution Review Board of each participating site. Before participating in the study, each participant gave written, informed consent after the study details had been fully explained.

Participants

Participants included 199 adults with schizophrenia, diagnosed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition criteria, from 12 sites across Thailand. Inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) being intolerant of medication, had shown a lack of compliance regarding medication, or having an inadequate response to adequate treatment of the previous antipsychotic medication; and 2) being in a non-acute stage, defined as having a Clinical Global Impression, Severity (CGI-S) score change ≤1 in the past 4 weeks. Exclusion criteria included: 1) taking clozapine or long-acting antipsychotics in the past 3 months; 2) having a serious or unstable medical condition; 3) being diagnosed with substance dependence, except for caffeine or nicotine dependence, in the past 6 months; 4) having a history of tardive dyskinesia or neuroleptic malignant syndrome; 5) having a high risk of violence or suicide; and 6) pregnancy or breast feeding.

Measures

Dependent variable

Psychosocial functioning

The Personal and Social Performance (PSP) scale was used for assessing the psychosocial functioning of each participant. Four areas included in the PSP are socially useful activities (including work and study), personal and social relationships, self-care, and disturbing and aggressive behavior. The impairment of each domain is rated on a six-point basis, including absent (0), mild (1), moderate (2), marked (3), severe (4), and very severe (5). The higher domain score, therefore, indicates worse functioning in that particular area. The PSP total score (range: 1–100), which reflects the global functioning, is derived from the levels of impairment on the four domains. In contrast to the scoring system of its domains, the higher total PSP score suggests a higher level of functioning (71–100, mild functional difficulty; 31–70, varying degrees of disability; 1–30, minimal functioning needing intense support and/or supervision). The inter-rater reliability of the PSP scale, Thai version (Thai-PSP), was examined. The intraclass correlation coefficients (95% confidence intervals) of each domain and total scores were as follows: 0.63 (0.28–0.96) for item 1 (socially useful activity); 0.75 (0.42–0.98) for item 2 (personal and social relationships); 0.69 (0.35–0.97) for item 3 (self-care); 0.52 (0.17–0.94) for item 4 (disturbing and aggressive behavior); and 0.75 (0.41–0.98) for the total score.

Independent variables

Illness severity

We used the CGI-S score for assessing the severity of illness. The CGI-S score provides an overall clinician-determined summary measure that takes into account all the information that is currently available. Its scores ranged from normal or no symptoms of illness (score of 1) to having the most extreme illness (score of 7). The rating is based on observed and reported symptoms, behavior, and functioning in the past 7 days.

Symptoms

The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) was used for assessing psychopathology. The PANSS is a 30-item,
clinician-rated instrument covering psychotic and other psychiatric symptoms commonly found in participants with schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{22,23} Each item is accompanied by a complete definition as well as detailed anchoring criteria for all seven rating points (1–7 for absent to extremely severe). The rating is also based on information pertaining to a specified period of the previous week. The PANSS total scores range from 30 to 210. Although the PANSS scores originally included positive, negative, and general psychopathology scores, this study applied a five-factor model of the PANSS proposed by Marder et al.\textsuperscript{24} The latter model segregates the PANSS scores into positive symptoms, negative symptoms, disorganized thought, hostility/excitement, and anxiety/depression.

Data analysis

Because the PSP total score is subdivided into and described as ten equal intervals, ten-point intervals of the PSP total score (range: 1–10) and the raw domain scores (range: 0–5) (ie, socially useful activity, personal and social relationships, self-care, and disturbing and aggressive behavior) were used for all analyses.\textsuperscript{19}

Apart from sex (n, %), all variables were described using means (standard deviations [SDs]). Spearman correlation coefficients were computed to test the associations between continuous demographic/clinical variables and the PSP domain/total scores. Independent \( t \)-tests were used to compare the PSP mean domain/total scores between groups.

Stepwise multiple linear regression analyses were applied to determine the predictors of PSP domain/total scores (for entry of \( P<0.05 \)). The linear regression analysis was conducted for each of the four PSP domain scores. An adjusted \( R^2 \) was computed to evaluate the ratio of the sum of squares explained by a regression model. The coefficient values were used to quantify the strength of the associations. Statistical significance was defined as \( P<0.05 \). The IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for all analyses.

Results

This study included 199 individuals (104 males and 95 females) with schizophrenia participating from 12 sites across Thailand. Mean age and duration of illness (SDs) were 37.95 (12.09) and 10.48 (9.05) years, respectively. The mean PANSS total score (SD) was 57.80 (20.24). The mean total PSP score (SD) was 66.68 (17.51). For the PSP domain score, socially useful activity and personal and social relationships were more disturbed compared with self-care and disturbing and aggressive behavior (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N=199</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>104 (52.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>95 (47.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>37.95 (12.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at schizophrenia onset (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>26.99 (9.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of illness (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>10.48 (9.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of previous psychiatric hospitalizations, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.96 (3.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of psychiatric hospitalizations in the past 6 months, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGI-S score, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANSS Marder score, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57.80 (20.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive symptom</td>
<td>16.48 (6.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative symptom</td>
<td>15.16 (7.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganized thought</td>
<td>12.42 (4.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostility/excitement</td>
<td>6.27 (2.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety/depression</td>
<td>7.48 (3.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP score, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66.68 (17.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially useful activity</td>
<td>2.21 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal and social relationships</td>
<td>2.33 (1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-care</td>
<td>1.56 (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disturbing and aggressive behavior</td>
<td>1.73 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression, Severity; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSP, Personal and Social Performance; SD, standard deviation.

Symptoms/demographic characteristics in correlation with the PSP scores

Bivariate analyses found that age and age at schizophrenia onset were demographic data significantly associated with the PSP total, socially useful activities, and personal and social relationships scores. Age at schizophrenia onset was the only demographic data that was significantly related to the PSP self-care score. Together with the CGI-S score, the PANSS total and five subscale scores, including positive symptoms, negative symptoms, disorganized thought, hostility/excitement and anxiety/depression, showed a significant positive correlation with the PSP total and all four domain scores. We did not find a significant association between duration of illness, number of previous psychiatric hospitalizations, number of psychiatric hospitalization in the past 6 months and the PSP scores (Table 2).

Stepwise regression analysis

All factors significantly associated with the PSP domain or total score (\( P<0.05 \)) in Table 1 were included in a stepwise regression model to determine which independent variables showed significant predictors for the PSP domain or total scores.
score in Table 2. The PANSS Marder negative symptom and the CGI-S scores were predictors for the PSP socially useful activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care scores. Age was a predictor of the PSP socially useful activities and personal and social relationships scores. The PANSS Marder hostility/excitement score was specifically a predictor of the PSP disturbing and aggressive behavior score. Together with the CGI scores and age at first schizophrenia onset, the PANSS Marder negative, hostility/excitement score, and disorganized thought scores were predictors for the PSP total score (adjusted $R^2$=0.444) (Table 3).

**Discussion**

In this study of Thai individuals with schizophrenia, severe illness and negative symptoms were general predictors of functional impairment. They were predictors of poor global functioning and poor functioning of most domains. A younger age was also a predictor of poor socially useful activities and personal and social relationships. Hostility/excitement was a specific predictor of disturbing and aggressive behavior.

**Severity of illness and symptoms as predictors of psychosocial functioning**

A clinically relevant correlation between the PSP total and the CGI-S scores was found, not only in this study, but also in a psychometric study of the PSP. Moreover, the findings from this study support the notion that psychotic symptoms are common predictors of global psychosocial functioning.

Similar to the findings of this study, the statistically significant correlation between negative symptoms and global functioning has been reported in many studies. Avolition was found to be the strongest predictor of the overall functioning, socially useful activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care. Moreover, severe negative symptoms are also predictors of poor performance in verbal fluency and lower IQ, poor premorbid functioning, worse social adjustment, less possibility of living independently, and disability after a 1- or 3-year follow-up. Thus, the findings from this study underscored the importance of severe illness and negative symptoms in predicting functional impairment in all domains.

Previous studies, but not this study, found a significant correlation between positive symptoms and psychosocial functioning. Although our bivariate analyses found such a relationship, the correlation was not significant after adjustment for several variables in the regression models. The results were in line with a meta-analysis which reported that the association between positive symptoms and functioning was relatively weak compared with negative symptoms. Ventura et al explained that the individuals with schizophrenia might be able to compensate with positive symptoms such as ignoring the hallucination or delusion and maintain their functioning. While this study found a strong correlation between hostility/excitement and aggressive behavior, a previous
Demographic characteristics and psychosocial functioning

The present findings suggest that young individuals with schizophrenia tend to suffer greater impairment regarding socially useful activities and personal and social relationships. These results are in line with a previous study of Schennach-Wolff et al.46 but in contrast with some others.41,42 The dissimilar findings may be due to the differences in participants, measures, culture, and settings. Older adults in Thailand are more likely to live with their children, whereas younger adults tend to live alone.43 Less socialization of young adults with schizophrenia may cause more impaired functioning regarding socially useful activities and personal and social relationships. Furthermore, an early onset of schizophrenia usually has a correlation with poor premorbid adjustment, lower educational achievement, comorbidity, substance abuse, impulsivity, family history of schizophrenia, and more severe illness.44–46

Strengths and limitations

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study examining the correlation between the specific domains of psychosocial functioning in Asia. It also emphasizes the role of symptoms and illness severity on the psychosocial functioning of individuals with schizophrenia. However, there are some limitations to this study. First, as a number of associations were analyzed in this study, a problem of multiple testing might have occurred. However, it is unlikely that this would explain the findings as most of the associations found in this study were highly significant at P<0.001. Second, as the participants included in this study were intolerant to medication, had a history of a lack of compliance to medication, or had an inadequate response to adequate treatment of antipsychotic medication, they might be more severely ill than general individuals with schizophrenia, and the findings from this study might lack generalization in transfer to other individuals with schizophrenia. However, the PANSS total mean score in this study was 58, which is considered “mildly ill” according to the CGI-S score.47

Third, this study did not include several characteristics of the participants, in particular neurocognitive function. As cognitive ability is required for psychosocial skills,
some studies found that they are crucial predictors of global psychosocial functioning and some of its domains. Fourth, the discrepancies between present and previous findings should be viewed with caution. Although several factors such as participants and methodology may play a role, the segregation of the PANSS scores into Marder’s five-factor model in this study was also rarely used in previous studies.

Finally, this cross-sectional analysis cannot provide us direct evidence of causality. Indeed, potentially complex bidirectional interrelationships may underlie the observations. More severity of illness and symptoms might lead to more impaired psychosocial functioning, which, in turn, may worsen the severity of illness and symptoms. Further prospective studies are needed to determine causality.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, the results from this study demonstrate the specific associations between symptoms/demographic characteristics and the domains of functioning. Our analyses also indicate that individuals with schizophrenia, who have severe illness and negative symptoms, may need more comprehensive assessment of psychosocial functioning.

Conclusion
In conclusion, younger age, earlier age of schizophrenia onset, severe illness, positive symptoms, negative symptoms, disorganized thought, hostility/excitement, and anxiety/depression were found to significantly correlate with poor functioning. Severe illness and negative symptoms are the main predictors of greater impairment of socially useful activities, personal and social relationships, and self-care. Further prospective studies in other settings which include more variables (e.g., neurocognitive function, social support) are warranted.
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